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Welcome to Effortless.

PAYS FOR ITSELF

GAIN EFFICIENCY
Spend less time looking for tools and equipment 
by quickly seeing where assets were last located.

REDUCE WAIT TIMES
Don’t make a $42/hr. worker wait for a $100 tool. 
Know exactly how many day-to-day tools are over 
utilized and when to increase tool inventory in 
order to to reduce labor costs.

OPTIMIZE INVENTORY
Make more informed rent/buy decisions by being 
able to see where your inventory is located vs. 
where it is needed at any given time. 

DECREASE LOSSES
Recover assets by getting reports when tools and 
equipment are left behind on a job site.

STREAMLINE MAINTENANCE 
Use actual run-time to schedule maintenance 
rather than basing it on calendar intervals.

INSTALL IN ONE DAY
The Starter Pack was specifically designed 
to be installed in one day with a basic set of 
tools. If you’ve ever stripped a wire, jumped 
a car battery or used a caulking gun then 
you can be an installer. 
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NO BATTERY CHANGES
Recon Dynamics batteries last 7+ years. Stop spending extra labor 
hours charging (GPS) or changing batteries (Bluetooth & RFID). 

NO INTERFERENCE 
Signal fits through the spaces that others cannot (i.e job box lids). 
Recon’s unique signal is more powerful and specifically optimized for 
tool & equipment applications.

NO DEVICE LIMITS
After using the install application, all of 
your data and search capabilities will be 
accessible via a secure mobile-responsive 
web dashboard for phone, tablet or PC.

ZERO HASSLE

NO SCANNING
Avoid scanning, barcodes or opening 
apps - with Recon all data is gathered, 
transmitted, and updated automatically and 
accessible on any wireless device.

Have 50 tools and/or assets 
where you need at the time and 
in the place where you need 
them most. Stop wasting time 
looking for misplaced tools.  

x 5

x 50 

TRACK 50 ASSETS  

Capture run-time data 
to optimize rentals, 
billing, maintenance 
and overall jobsite 
activity. Discover and 
address the hidden 
inefficiencies that 
reduce profits and 
productivity.

AUTOMATIC
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Included with the package

50 “smart tags” 
3 “truck” boxes (12V)
2 “yardboxes” (110V)
Cables & Logins
6 weeks of onboarding
3 months of service
Install instructions and ongoing support

Smart Tag “Proxlet”
RANGE 300 ft.
FUNCTION  Tunable multi-axis accelerometer
ADJUSTMENTS Wirelessly reprogrammable in the field (OTA)
INSTALLATION Epoxy (bolt-on aluminum cages sold separately) 
SET UP Android or IOS App
BATTERY LIFE 7+ years pinging every 5 minutes or faster if moving
DURABILITY Rugged & submersible 
SIZE 1.9” x 0.8” x 0.5”thick

Yard Box
RANGE 300ft. w/ standard pancake antenna. FCC-approved for eight 

different strength and direction settings
FUNCTION  Connects smart tags to cloud and GPS
ADJUSTMENTS Wirelessly reprogrammable in the field
INSTALLATION 4 bolts + antenna mount
SET UP Android or IOS App
POWER SUPPLY 120V (solar option sold separately)
DURABILITY Rainproof extruded aluminium (IP66)
SIZE 7.5” x 9.2” x 2.8” thick

Truck Box
RANGE 300ft. w/ standard pancake antenna. FCC-approved for eight 

different strength and direction settings
FUNCTION  Connects smart tags to cloud and GPS
ADJUSTMENTS Wirelessly reprogrammable in the field
INSTALLATION 4 bolts + antenna mount
SET UP Android or IOS App
POWER SUPPLY Directly wired with inline fuse to truck’s power system
DURABILITY Rainproof extruded aluminium (IP66)
SIZE 7.5” x 9.2” x 2.8” thick

Service
The Starter Pack includes 3 months of connection and unlimited support. 
Installation videos, and live video chats are among the many tools that enable 
effortless installation and onboarding.

On-Boarding
Recon delivers a weekly use-case scenario for each of the first 6 weeks to ensure that 
the entire team gains a working knowledge of the system so that you are all up to 
speed as quickly as possible.
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